ABCs of America

Aa
Airplane

Bb
Broccoli

Cc
Canyon

Dd
Diner

Ee
Eggs Over Easy

Ff
Flag

Gg
Golden Ticket

Hh
Helicopter

Ii
Ice Cream

Jj
Journey

Kk
Kayak

Ll
Line Dancing
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Color in the item for each letter of the alphabet

Mm Monster Trucks
Nn New York City
Oo Ocean
Pp (Super) Potato
Qq Quarter
Rr (Miss) Rabbit
Ss Statue of Liberty
Tt Times Square
Uu United States of America
Vv Vegetables
Ww Walk of Fame
Xx X Marks the Spot
Yy Yellow Taxi Cab
Zz Zooming in the Motorhome
What would you pack for your next adventure?
Cut out and stick them into Peppa’s suitcase.
Where have your adventures taken you?

Fill in the different squares to places you have been with your family.
How many objects can you find with Peppa?

- Miss Rabbit
- Super Potato
- Broccoli Costumes
- Carrots
- Lights
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